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Abstract: The notion of digital transformation encompasses the adoption and integration of a variety of
new information and communication technologies for the development of more efficient, flexible, agile,
and sustainable solutions for industrial systems. Besides technology, this process also involves new
organizational forms and leads to new business models. As such, this work addresses the contribution
of collaborative networks to such a transformation. An analysis of the collaborative aspects required in
the various dimensions of the 4th industrial revolution is conducted based on a literature survey and
experiences gained from several research projects. A mapping between the identified collaboration
needs and research results that can be adopted from the collaborative networks area is presented.
Furthermore, several new research challenges are identified and briefly characterized.
Keywords: collaborative networks; digital transformation; Industry 4.0; smart manufacturing
1. Introduction
The widely disseminated idea that we are at the beginning of a “4th industrial revolution” has
attracted considerable attention both from business and academia. This movement, often named
as “Industry 4.0” or “Smart Manufacturing”, became more visible after a program launched by the
German government and the development of similar initiatives in USA and other countries [1,2].
It was also encouraged by programs such as the “Factories of the Future” from the European
Union [3]. The initial notion was primarily focusing the convergence of physical and virtual worlds,
as represented by the term “cyber-physical system (CPS)”, thus promoting a “CPS-based industry”.
Along these lines, even the term CPPS (cyber-physical production system) emerged [4,5]. Soon this
idea gradually developed into a combination of CPS, “Internet of Things (IoT)”, and “Internet of
Services (IoS)”, showing an evolution towards digitalization or digital transformation. The initial
perspective was further complemented with the facet of “smartness” or “intelligence” as shown by the
terms “smart machines”, “smart sensors”, “smart factory”, “smart environments”, “smart products”,
etc. [6]. This industrial revolution, therefore, results from a close combination of contributions from
different sub-fields of engineering, computer science, and more specifically artificial intelligence,
and manufacturing.
This trend induces several benefits, such as the “creation of a momentum” to drive a significant
industrial transformation, upgrading, and even revitalization. This comes from leveraging the synergies
of multi-disciplinary contributions, promoting wide multi-stakeholder discussions on new industry
directions, sharing of experiences, and identification of new opportunities, as evidenced by the large
number of academic and business-oriented publications on Industry 4.0. The wide interest for the
area also created “opportunities for attracting new political and financial support” [7]. This is clearly
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shown by the fact that many countries have launched specific development programs on Industry 4.0
and digital transformation. The same ideas are being adopted in many other sectors, becoming a kind
of “4.0 fever”, as illustrated by terms such as “Economy 4.0”, “Agriculture 4.0”, “Health 4.0”, “Water
4.0”, “Education 4.0”, “Tourism 4.0”, etc.
To some extent, the term “Industry 4.0” became a buzzword [8], but also a trigger for the
“convergence and integration” of a variety of new technologies and the deployment of new or revised
manufacturing-related concepts, creating a kind of “me too effect”. As a result of the growing attention,
the scope of Industry 4.0 progressively increased, as if “everything fits”, which makes the concept
somehow elusive, often leading to misunderstandings and a proliferation of partial views. Despite the
aforementioned benefits, there is also some risk associated with this transformation process. The hype
created leads to an excess of expectations, and even to some of the hard challenges being overlooked.
Furthermore, often newcomers tend to look at Industry 4.0 from the narrow perspective, limited by their
field of interest, which may lead to some deviation from the original vision and aims. A warning signal
is that some publications and talks in technical and business events sound like the 1980s discussions
around the old “computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM)” concept, but now face-lifted with the use
of some new technologies.
In this article we argue that to adequately grasp the holistic vision brought in by Industry 4.0 and the
associated digital transformation, it is beneficial to examine it through the lens of collaborative networks
(CNs). Certainly, one may say that this is “yet another partial view”. Nevertheless, on the one hand
a collaboration perspective is present, either explicitly or implicitly, in most requirements of Industry
4.0; on the other hand, CNs embed an interdisciplinary and multi-disciplinary nature, which can be
helpful for getting a holistic understanding of the problems involved in this transformation. Therefore,
we claim that “collaboration” is a crucial challenge for the 4th industrial revolution, and thus the
“Collaborative Networks” area, among others, needs to be taken as a core enabler for this transformation.
In support of this claim we can notice some relevant keywords associated to Industry 4.0 including
“networking”, “vertical and horizontal integration”, “value chains”, and “co-engineering/through
engineering”, that fit well the topics in the research agenda of the CN community [1,9]. A relatively
recent literature survey [10] further points out that “interconnection” and “collaboration” are among the
main detected “clusters of terms”. Considering this context, this work is guided by two main questions:
- In which ways can collaborative networks contribute to Industry 4.0 and associated digital
transformation? and
- Which further research challenges are induced by the vision of Industry 4.0 and digital
transformation aimed at?
As such, we performed an analysis of requirements of Industry 4.0, namely in terms of its main
dimensions and focused on identifying the involved collaboration-related issues, while also mapping
them to results that can be adopted from the CN area. Additionally, we suggest a list of “open issues”
for further research and development towards a new “Collaborative Industry 4.0”. In other words,
our point is that the areas of Industry 4.0 and collaborative networks can mutually benefit from
a co-evolution process.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows: in Section 2 the adopted research method
and used inputs are briefly described; Sections 3 and 4 briefly characterize the areas of Industry 4.0 and
collaborative networks, providing a background for the following sections; Section 5 analyses the main
dimensions of “Industry 4.0” and discusses their collaboration needs, while also identifying relevant
results that can be “borrowed” from the CN area; Section 6 complements this analysis by looking at the
issues of coping with disruptive events, a crucial issue that crosses all dimensions, and the potential
role of CNs; Section 7 introduces and discusses further research challenges; finally Section 8 presents
some conclusions.
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2. Materials and Methods
A mixed method, combining a systematic mapping study based on literature [11] with case studies
from various research projects and some form of participatory research, was adopted in this work.
For the literature survey part, this mapping is reflected in the effort to synthetize the main features
of the two areas, namely Industry 4.0 and digital transformation in Section 3 and collaborative networks
in Section 4, and the points of cross fertilization between the two areas as in Sections 5 and 6. For the
case studies part, experiences acquired in a number of research projects, e.g., ECOLEAD, GloNet,
ARCON-ACM, Next-Net, DigiFof, and vf-OS, were considered.
Complementarily, through active leading role in a series of recent conferences (PRO-VE: Working
Conference on Virtual Enterprises and DoCEIS: Advanced Doctoral Conference on Computing,
Electrical and Industrial Systems), the authors organized various focused discussions on the trends in
smart and sustainable manufacturing, and next generation of CNs, and collected feedback to refine
and consolidate the findings presented in this article. As a starting point, a position paper [7] was
discussed, followed by discussions in focus groups on the topics of Digital Transformation and CNs
along the last three years.
Finally, the work is also guided by the general principles of research roadmapping [12,13], namely
in terms of (i) analysis of baseline, (ii) definition of a strategic vision, (iii) research gap analysis, and (iv)
proposal for a research agenda. Results of (i) and (ii) are reflected in Sections 3–6 and results of steps
(iii) and (iv) are included in Section 7.
3. Industry 4.0 and Digital Transformation
Two main characteristics of the ongoing “industrial revolution” are digitalization and intense
interconnection of components, systems, value chains, products, and processes, which trigger
the development of new business models. The transformation towards the extensive adoption
of digital technologies to create/modify business services, processes, culture, and customer
involvement/experiences to meet fast-changing business and market requirements is known as
“digital transformation”. Of special relevance in this process is the interconnection of the cyber and
physical worlds via “Cyber-Physical Systems” and “Internet of Things”. One of the relevant notions in
this regard is the “representation” of physical entities in the cyber world, which led to the concept of
“digital twin”. According to [14,15], a “digital twin” is a real-time “reflection” of a physical device or
sub-system in the cyberspace, being permanently synchronized with the real-world asset. Furthermore,
the concept is evolving to assume a complete integration with the physical component, allowing access
to both real-time data flows and historical data. When combined with simulation mechanisms and
artificial intelligence, it can support verification and analysis of measured and predicted behaviors.
In the literature, Industry 4.0 is often discussed in reference to 4 main dimensions, i.e., [7]:
(1) “vertical integration/networking”, (2) “horizontal integration/networking”, (3) “through-engineering”,
and (4) “acceleration of manufacturing” [1,16]. Some publications also refer two additional dimensions:
(5) “digitalization of products and services”, and (6) “new business models and customer involvement” [17].
These dimensions can be described briefly as:
(1) “Vertical integration” relates to integrating systems and processes vertically across the whole
organization, i.e., networking all its units, from the shop floor layer (e.g., “smart production
systems”, “smart products”, “smart logistics”), up to the engineering and business layers
(e.g., engineering and development, product and production management, quality assurance,
marketing, etc.) [1,10,16]. This interconnection through information and communication
technology (ICT) [18] is expected to allow easy data access and transparency, facilitating
decision-making and agility. As sub-systems progressively become smarter, more than integration
the direction is towards seeing the organization as a network of smart (and partially
autonomous) units.
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(2) “Horizontal integration” refers to “networking along the whole value chain, from suppliers
and business partners to customers” [1,10,19], bringing them into a “close working relationship
with each other”, i.e., “in order to achieve seamless and secure cooperation between enterprises”
and towards the market [9,20–22]. Horizontal integration should be based on a reliable and
secure infrastructure supporting the collaboration between manufacturing organizations and their
partners in the supply chain. Through such support all actors and units involved can communicate
changes and share information in real-time. This infrastructure also allows collaboration with
technology and machine providers, and software developers, by offering them a standardized
framework for interaction [23,24].
(3) “Through-engineering” dimension, also known as “end-to-end engineering”, integrates all
engineering-related activities involved in the entire product lifecycle, from design/manufacturing
to disposal/recycling [1,16]. Digitalization enables new functions for collaboration at the various
phases of the lifecycle where different actors are involved, supported by the exchange of large
volumes of data on products and processes. It also allows better interaction with the customer.
New meanings to “design” can be given, going far beyond the product per se but linking the
product to specific needs of the market, e.g., design for environment, design for maintenance,
customized product configuration.
(4) “Acceleration of manufacturing” focuses on optimizing the entire value chain, resorting to
the integration of the “exponential technologies” (i.e., technologies that have an exponential
growth), and “accelerating and making industrial processes more flexible” [1,16]. In fact, some
of these technologies have been around for many years, e.g., robotics, artificial intelligence (AI),
neuro-technologies, but a significant development boost only recently became evident. Often
more than one of these technologies enter the manufacturing arena simultaneously, which in
some cases leads to disruptive transformations. These combined effects also lead to the notion of
“acceleration of manufacturing”.
(5) “Digitalization of products and services” not only relates to creating digital models of products
but also to moving toward “smart products”, through the addition of sensing, computing,
and communication capabilities to these products. This also comprises (1) availability of product
data along the product’s lifecycle (facilitating tracking and tracing), (2) introduction of new
“digital products”, and (3) adding “business services” to the physical products [17,25]. The idea
of “service-enhanced products” or “product-service-systems” is now well-known in the market,
where even several products are living a new commercial life thanks to integrated and embedded
services. In some sectors, the value offered to the customer is not any more focused on the
physical product but rather on the associated business services that provide value to the customer
(servitization trend) [25,26].
(6) “New business models and customer involvement”, focusing on innovative business models
that take advantage of the digitalization process, networking along the value chain, and data-rich
contexts. These models explore new possibilities offered by technology and foster closer “digital
relationships” with more demanding and empowered customers. Furthermore, they “accelerate
globalization but with distinct local/regional flavors” [7,17]. For instance, the platform-based
economy [27], big data-driven value chain [28], sharing economy, software as a service, etc.,
are some of the models under discussion both at scientific and industrial level to fully exploit the
potential of digitalization.
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Two main “forces” drive the industrial transformation towards Industry 4.0, namely the
fast-changing market demands, and the new technological possibilities, as illustrated in Figure 1.
Figure 1. Transformation driving forces.
In terms of market and society, factors such as individualization/high customization, market
volatility, sustainability concerns and social responsibility, coping with regulatory requirements
and disruptive events, force industries to seek higher levels of agility, new forms of operation,
and holistic views of optimization. From the technological side, the transformation is in fact induced
by the integration of several new technologies [29–31]. Another core issue is the role played by data,
which become available in fast-growing volumes. Besides the need to re-design legacy systems and
mechanisms, this also leads to the emergence of new services and products.
A synthetic overview of the main issues/challenges in each dimension and main supporting
technologies can be found in Table 1. This table includes a list of relevant examples, which is not
exhaustive but rather illustrative.
Table 1. Examples of characteristics and technologies in Industry 4.0.
Dimension Some Relevant Topics/Key Challenges Examples of Core Enabling Technologies
1 Vertical integration of smartproduction systems
 Interoperability
 Decentralization and Modularization
 Service orientation
 Needs-oriented and individualized
 Fast decision-making processes
 Agility and reconfigurability
 Sustainability
 Optimization models
 Extensive cyber physical systems
(CPS) and Internet of Things (IoT)
 Sensing and real-time availability
of data
 Artificial intelligence
 Virtualization of processes,
digital twins
 Data analytics
 Augmented reality
 Cybersecurity and Distributed ledger
2 Horizontal integration throughglobal value chain networks
 Collaboration and Transparency
 Interoperability
 Decentralization
 Business ecosystems
 Global optimization and flexibility
 Resilience
 Regulatory framework
 Data sharing, tracking and tracing
 Cloud computing
 Collaboration platforms
 Mobile computing and IoT
 Safety and security
 Distributed business
processes orchestration
 Cybersecurity and Distributed ledger
3 Through-engineering across theentire value chain
 Co-engineering, co-design
 “End-to-end integration”
 Circular economy
 Connection of and
customers involvement
 Tracking and tracing
 Data privacy on personal data
 Intellectual property management
 Product life-cycle
management systems
 Cloud computing
 Open innovation platforms
 Data management along product and
process lifecycles
 Cybersecurity
 Simulation and virtual reality
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Table 1. Cont.
Dimension Some Relevant Topics/Key Challenges Examples of Core Enabling Technologies
4 Acceleration of manufacturing
 Integration of new players
 Advanced human–machine interfaces
 Ergonomics
 Hybrid collaborative systems
 Increased transparency along
shop floor
 Interoperability among machines
 Decentralization of decision-making
 Flexibility and reconfigurability
 Distributed intelligence
 Cognitive systems
 Collaborative machines, robotics
and drones
 Cloud, big data and analytics
 CPS, IoT, Mobile computing
 Artificial intelligence,
machine learning
 Additive manufacturing
 Sensing technologies

Neuro-technologies, Nanotechnologies
 Cybersecurity
 Wearable devices and smart fabric
5 Digitalization of productsand services
 Self-identification
 Product history, tracing and tracking
 Data availability
 “Service-enhanced products”,
Product-service ecosystems
 Monitoring, self-diagnosis,
assistance, self-configuration
 Cloud computing and IoT
 Augmented reality and simulation
 Real-time product
monitoring systems
 Service design, Service integration
and evolution
 Smart products
 Digital twins
6 New business models andcustomer involvement
 Customer experience and intimacy
 Dynamic value chains
 Hybrid value systems
 Sustainability, social responsibility
 New challenges in
intellectual property
 Glocal enterprise
 Business model design &
innovation tools
 Co-design/co-creation platforms
 Sharing platforms
 Cloud computing, mobile computing
 Cybersecurity
 Link to smart infrastructures
4. Collaborative Networks
Nowadays, CNs are being applied to a great variety of domains, moving from academic research
to manufacturing and other industrial applications [32–34]. These implementations are supported by
a variety of collaboration forms, which range from “supply chains” to emerging dynamic structures
in industry, science, and services. The multiple CN manifestations can be organized in a taxonomy,
which has been evolving with the advances of ICT tools in the last two or three decades. Figure 2
shows a partial CN taxonomy, based on [35,36].
The first level of the CN taxonomy distinguishes between “collaborative networked organization
(CNO)” and “ad-hoc collaboration”. A CNO characterizes a network, typically business-oriented, with
solid organizational aspects in terms of structure, roles definition, and governance rules, while an ad
hoc collaboration characterizes a spontaneous and not structured network which might emerge for
instance, in a crisis. There are two main classes of CNOs: (i) the goal-oriented networks and (ii) the
long-term strategic networks.
Goal-oriented networks are networks characterized by intense interaction among its participants
aiming at reaching a common goal. They include the (a) continuous production-driven networks,
which are networks that remain stable for a long period of time with well-defined roles for their
participants. Supply chains or collaborative smart grids are examples of such networks; and the (b)
grasping opportunity-driven networks, i.e., networks that are dynamically created to pursue some
business opportunity within a limited time window. Virtual organizations (VO)/virtual enterprises (VE)
and virtual teams (VT) are examples of such networks, which are composed of groups of independent
organizations or individuals sharing skills and resources in response to business opportunities [35].
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Figure 2. A partial taxonomy of collaborative networks (CNs).
In turn, long-term strategic networks are characterized as strategic alliances created to act as source
or breeding environments for “goal-oriented networks”, i.e., aimed at providing proper conditions and
support environment for dynamic creation of goal-oriented networks whenever a business opportunity
arises. This class includes the (a) professional virtual communities (PVC), which are networks
composed of individual professionals that get together in a long term basis to be prepared to rapidly
react in response to business opportunities through the dynamic creation of temporary VTs, and the (b)
VO breeding environment (VBE) that represents “an association of organizations and a number of
supporting institutions committed to a long term cooperation agreement, complying with common
operation principles and infrastructures, with the main goal of increasing their preparedness towards
rapid configuration of temporary alliances for collaboration in potential VOs” [35,37]. Examples of
such classes are industry clusters or business ecosystems.
To enable and support this wide variety of CNs, a substantial portfolio of models, mechanisms,
tools, and platforms/infrastructures, has been developed and refined in the last years [36,38], as briefly
illustrated in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Collaborative networks supporting developments according to focus areas. VO: Virtual
organization, VBE: VO breeding environment.
Figure 3 shows the main areas of CN developments which are theoretical foundation, VBE
management, VO/VE creation, VO/VE management, and ICT infrastructure. Some of the main
developments in each focus area include:
• Theoretical foundation: the ARCON reference model and modeling framework [39], complex
models such as trust building [40], value systems [41], readiness assessment [42], and affective
computing with the modeling of collaborative networked emotions [43].
• VBE management: competency models and management [44], trust building management [45],
VBE management systems [46].
• VO/VE creation: negotiation and contracting [47], VO creation services [48,49].
• VO/VE management: performance management [50], self-organizing principles and collaborative
business processes [51].
• ICT infrastructure: interoperability [52], service-oriented architectures [53], security infrastructure
and blockchain [54].
Many of the above developments were oriented to manufacturing and other industrial domains,
which facilitates their adoption in Industry 4.0 and digital transformation. Further examples can be
found in Section 5.
5. Relevant Collaboration Aspects in Industry 4.0
From the requirements to achieve Industry 4.0 and an effective digital transformation, a large
number of collaboration issues can be identified. On the other hand, there are already plenty of
results from the CN research area that contribute to solve these issues, as illustrated in Figure 3. In
the following sub-sections, various relevant examples are presented which, although not comprising
an exhaustive list, clearly show the role that CNs can have in this industrial revolution. Furthermore,
as also represented in Figure 4, a number of issues requiring further research can also be identified, as
summarized in Section 7, thus showing that the two areas can benefit from a kind of co-evolution process.
In order to confirm our hypothesis, this section discusses both relevant examples of required
collaborative approaches in all dimensions of Industry 4.0 and identifies existing results from the CN
domain that can support those requirements.
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Figure 4. Industry 4.0 and collaborative networks: a co-evolution process.
5.1. Collaboration in Vertical Integration
Under the Industry 4.0 view, smart manufacturing enterprises are organized in multiple layers
of networked and collaborative sub-systems. Departing from the traditional multi-layer view as
illustrated on the left side of Figure 5, each layer becomes a collaborative network of smart components
with increasing levels of intelligence and autonomy. The interactions among these layers lead to
an interchange among smart production units, smart logistics, smart products, smart organizational
and engineering units, and people. Collaboration among these entities is a requirement to support
agile and resilient processes.
Figure 5. Collaboration in vertical integration. ERP: Enterprise Resource Planning, MES: Manufacturing
Execution System
A clear example of this trend can be seen at shop floor whereas there is a progress from “control
structures” to “collaborative structures”. In other words, rather than looking at the shop floor as
a collection of machines that (reasonably) obey to control commands, more and more these machines
embed high levels of intelligence, being interconnected and represented by digital twins, and thus
instead of control it makes more sense to talk about communication, coordination, negotiation,
sharing, which leads to a perspective of collaboration. Therefore, we are moving from embedded and
cyber-physical systems to some forms of collaborative CPS [15,55].
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Collaborative activities between robots and humans, represented by the concept of collaborative
robotics, is another recent field, although with roots in the original concept of robots [56]. This notion
can be generalized to collaboration among multiple machines and humans.
Similarly, at higher abstraction layers of the enterprise architecture, the traditional monolithic
complex applications tend to be replaced by federations of services provided by smart and even
distributed components, each with varying degrees of intelligence.
Progress on sensorial systems and IoT facilitates real-time monitoring of processes and fluid
interactions (up and downstream) among these multiple layers. The availability of large volumes
of data (data-rich environments) and their access in real-time, combined with the development of
enterprise-wide analytics and adoption of advanced techniques for data visualization, including virtual
reality and augmented reality, also suggest collaboration among the various units of the enterprise.
What Can CNs Contribute?
Although past work on CNs mostly addressed networks of organizations or people, plenty
of concepts and models can be applied to networks of machines or sub-systems, as exemplified in
the following:
 Some earlier works on networks of machines [57] explored the notions of “virtual organization”
and “virtual organization breeding environment” to allow agile reconfiguration of the shop floor.
The idea of evolvable manufacturing system [58] also illustrates this possibility.
 Similarly, the concepts of “virtual organization” and “virtual organization breeding
environment”/“business ecosystem” are being combined with CPS [55], leading to a new
generation of collaborative CPS, with potential application in domains as diverse as
manufacturing [59], smart buildings [15], and energy virtual power plants [60].
 A few works elaborate on the interplay among CNs, as illustrated in [61] for the case of solar
energy plants.
 Organizational models for collaboration and negotiation protocols have been adopted from
multi-agent systems and applied to engineering, manufacturing, and logistics [62,63]. Earlier
examples can be traced back to applications in agile scheduling [64] and other more recent
examples [65].
 The ideas of “sensing, smart, and sustainable enterprise”, providing an integrated view of the
enterprise comprehensively rely on CN concepts and mechanisms [66].
 Self-organizing concepts applied to digital transformation of manufacturing [67].
As illustrated by these examples, there is already a good mix of the two areas in terms of
vertical integration.
5.2. Collaboration in Horizontal Integration
Increasing levels of integration and collaboration among business partners, customers, and other
stakeholders (e.g., regulators, support institutions) along the value chain is a classical subject (Figure 6).
Starting with the old notion of “supply chain”, progressing with the challenges of “dynamic supply
chains”, and early focus on CNs such as “extended enterprise” and “virtual enterprise”, this dimension
was in fact the trigger for the emergence of the area of CNs.
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Figure 6. Collaboration in horizontal integration.
The need to share and combine information, knowledge, and other resources along the value
chain, as well as developing agile coordination mechanisms to support inter-organizational processes,
correspond to important facets of collaboration.
The emergence of strategic long-term alliances, such as industry clusters, business ecosystems
and global value chains, requires new organizational structures and advanced models of collaboration
in which global optimization, rather than enterprise-centric objectives, is pursued [35].
Flexibility and agility, as well as resilience in the face of shocks and disruptions, require the
capability to rapidly form goal-oriented networks (virtual organizations) in response to turbulent and
even disruptive market conditions [68].
An important sub-area that becomes more relevant when value chains become global,
is transportation logistics, which typically require close cooperation of multiple operators.
Effective tracing and tracking functionalities along the value chains and products’ history, which
are more and more demanded for accountability and transparency, require high levels of collaboration
and sharing among stakeholders.
Similarly, concerns about sustainability led to the need to consider the full lifecycle of products,
including disposal and recycling, and the emergence of the circular economy [69], which again imply
collaboration among all entities involved in the product lifecycle.
As a more recent trend, new models of “extreme distributed manufacturing” such as those induced
by movable factories, micro-factories and 3D printing, clearly point to multi-stakeholder networks,
with customers’ involvement. Some recent visionary works address the combination of sustainable
manufacturing and smart cities [70], which brings collaboration needs to a wider scale.
What Can CNs Contribute?
As mentioned above, this dimension has been extensively covered by CN research during the last
decades [32,33]. Some examples of relevant results include:
 A variety of organizational forms, including “strategic alliances” (namely VBEs, such as
“industry clusters”, “business ecosystems”, etc.) and “goal-oriented networks” (e.g., “virtual
enterprises”/“virtual organizations”) [35], and also the concept of the green VBE [71].
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 Collaboration platforms, collaboration-support tools, and distributed information/knowledge
management systems, covering the various stages of the CN’s lifecycle [35,72,73]. Various
ontologies have also been developed in support of collaboration [74].
 Collaboration-oriented governance and behavioral models for the various classes of CBNs [75–77].
 Inter-organizational workflows, distributed business processes, and business services
management [78–80].
 Trust management, including models and support tools [40,45].
 Reference models for CNs, such as ARCON [39,81,82].
 Collaborative logistics networks [83,84].
 Approaches to resilience in a CN context [68,85].
5.3. Collaboration in Through-Engineering
Under this dimension, at least three relevant collaboration “spaces” can be envisaged: (i) internal
collaboration, (ii) external collaboration, and (iii) collaboration along the product lifecycle (Figure 7).
Figure 7. Collaboration in through-engineering.
Internal collaboration, a notion that can be traced back to the earlier ideas of concurrent engineering,
fosters collaboration among different departments of an organization that have responsibility over the
design, manufacturing, support and distribution of products.
External collaboration includes collaboration with suppliers and business partners, but also with
the customer. “Service-enhanced products”, i.e., adding business services to products, requires the
establishment of collaborative networks of designers, manufacturers, and service providers. This need
is particularly evident when the aim is to deliver integrated/value-added service packages. It is also
the case when differentiation of products/services according to the geographical area of each market is
needed. The growing importance of involving the customer in the process of designing new products
and/or services is reflected in the “co-design”/“co-creation”/“co-innovation” concepts. This customer’s
involvement in co-design, together with the needed interactions among engineers belonging to different
organizations of the value chain (a kind of co-engineering), demand effective support for collaboration,
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e.g., collaboration platforms, shared spaces, shared ontologies and knowledge assets. etc. Exploitation
of social networks and trend analysis in media are other forms of capturing customer preferences.
When engineering considers the full lifecycle of the products and the perspective of circular
economy, there is a clear need for collaboration, at different stages, among the involved stakeholders
and a new perspective on engineering activities.
What Can CNs Contribute?
The adoption of collaboration platforms, often cloud-based, and CSCW (Computer Supported
Collaborative Work) methods have been persistent areas of attention in the last decades. Some
examples include:
 The topics of co-design, co-innovation, and establishment and leveraging of customer communities,
have been addressed in multiple works in the CNs area, e.g., [86,87].
 The interactions between the lifecycles of the product/service and the interactions/
interdependencies among multiple collaborative networks were studied, namely in the GloNet
project [76,88].
 The role and importance of collaborative networks in supporting service-enhanced
products/product-service systems have attracted considerable research attention in recent
years [77,89–92].
 Tools to exploit user community networks and social media; innovation networks [93,94].
5.4. Collaboration in Acceleration of Manufacturing
A major transformation factor is caused by several new technologies that are entering the industry
and manufacturing arenas. Some of these technologies are characterized by a very fast increase
in capabilities or performance, almost following an exponential growth law, and as such named
“exponential technologies”.
This scenario/trend brings, as a side-effect, the need to accommodate new players, that look
exogenous to the traditional manufacturing culture as they have different practices and different
business cultures. Some of them lack the knowledge of established methods in manufacturing and
thus the full potential of the introduction of such technologies can only be achieved when a proper
combination of “new” and “traditional” methods can be pursued, which requires collaboration among
very different stakeholders (Figure 8).
Figure 8. Collaboration in the “acceleration” of manufacturing.
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Furthermore, additive manufacturing technologies allow for higher levels of distributed
manufacturing, resorting to collaboration among entities from different geographical regions and
bringing a “localization flavor”. Fast development in mobile and secure communication technologies,
including 5G and blockchain, allows nomadic collaboration in communities with multiple degrees of
membership, as well as remote interaction between people and machines/systems. Rapid penetration
of AI-based technologies leads to increased levels of autonomy of machines and systems, increasingly
suggesting collaboration among machines (M2M) intelligent systems, and humans. This trend involves
typical collaboration-related topics such as interoperability, sharing and communication, negotiation,
contracting, and trust management, among others. New forms of interaction enabled by natural user
interfaces, virtual reality, and augmented reality facilitate smoother collaboration between humans
and systems/machines.
What Can CNs Contribute?
Although most early works in this dimension have mainly focused on the role of specific emerging
technologies and their potential impact, some research already illustrates the potential of collaborative
networks as an enabler for leveraging the potential of those technologies. Examples include:
 Pursuing agility through a combination of mechanisms for dynamic consortia formation resulting
from the areas of multi-agent systems [66] and CNs [47].
 Additive manufacturing/3D printing, which is often addressed only from a technological point of
view, starts to be discussed as an interesting context for new collaboration models [95].
 Progress on mobile computing and connectivity concepts combined with virtual and augmented
reality bring a new perspective to the way CNs are established by involving both virtual and real
entities and considering nomadic collaboration [96,97].
 Human-digital twins and social dimensions in human-machine collaboration [98]. Although this
subject only recently started to be discussed in the CN community, a number of contributions
can be found in related areas. This goes from the old concept of avatar to human digital twins
used in manufacturing simulation [99]. Other examples can be found in [100], in which a digital
twin emulates an employee’s behaviour and participates in collaborative schedule planning, or
in [101] in which human digital twins are used in collaboration between humans and multi smart
machines. An interesting discussion of the social dimension of the human–machine interaction
(with particular emphasis on robotics), including issues of cognitive and perceptual workload,
attention, trust, communication protocols, distribution of roles, etc., can be found in [98].
 Collaboration between humans and intelligent machines [102] and some suggestions on “biological
transformation of manufacturing” [103].
5.5. Collaboration in Digitalization of Products and Services
Leveraging the full potential of the “smart product” concept requires effective collaboration
among the organizations that are part of the corresponding value chain. The availability of data “next
to the product” depends not only on the capabilities offered by the technical infrastructure but also
on the effective collaboration among all entities with a role in the product history (Figure 9). To keep
updated history records associated to the product and support tracing functionalities, it is necessary
to rely on collaboration. Furthermore, the smart product itself can be used as the vehicle to mediate
collaboration, implementing a kind of stigmergy [104]. In stigmergic collaboration, the communication
and coordination among participants are not performed through direct interactions but rather indirectly
by modifying their environment.
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Figure 9. Collaboration in smart products and services.
The addition of user assistance, self-diagnostic, self-configurability, maintenance, and other
value-added business services, which materialize the smartness of the product, naturally requires
contributions from various stakeholders. On the other hand, the inherent technological features
of smart products are likely to inspire the emergence of new business services that add value to
those products. As such, there is an opportunity for new players, and the creation of “collaboration
communities” around the product (“product-related digital ecosystems”).
What Can CNs Contribute?
Although CN developments specifically for smart products are still not very noticeable, various
other developments can have a potential application in this dimension, including:
 Various cases of “stigmergic collaboration” can be identified in the area of mass collaboration
whereby “agents communicate with one another indirectly through traces left in the shared
environment” [104]. Originated in the study of termites in the 1950s, this notion is now being
used in the case of collaboration among large groups. Wikipedia, Digg, SETI@home, Scratch,
Galaxyzoo, etc. are some of those examples [105].
 Provision of integrated business services through collaboration of multiple stakeholders has been
an emphasized topic in several research works [80,89,106]. This includes issues such as composition
of integrated services, service evolution, service discovery, etc. within collaborative environments.
 On a more general perspective, the contribution of CNs to the transition to service-enhanced
products/product-service systems has been widely addressed [91,107,108].
 Furthermore, various works have also addressed the (potential) contribution of CNs to innovation
ecosystems and open innovation [109–111].
5.6. Collaboration in New Business Models
The possibilities offered by ICT and mobile technologies, allowing for high levels of interconnection
among people, organizations, and systems, naturally inspire the emergence of new business
opportunities supported by new business models. In a way, the horizontal integration dimension is
extended by exploring the potential of collaboration along the value chain. This dimension corresponds
to a very dynamic area where innovative solutions are likely to emerge at a fast pace. The following
examples clearly illustrate the need for collaborative approaches in this area (Figure 10):
 Collaborative engagement of customers, namely in the process of co-design/co-creation of products
and services, is becoming very relevant. The term “customer intimacy” is often used to reflect
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this trend. This collaboration is not necessarily restricted to the one-to-one model, but rather
extending to a community context. To improve customers’ experience, especially in the context of
global markets, it is also necessary to pursue close collaboration among all stakeholders in the
value chain.
 Investing in global markets while considering the local specificities, as reflected in the
neologism “glocal enterprise”, while also satisfying higher demands for transparency and
compliance, can only be effectively achieved if resorting to collaboration among global
manufacturers/producers and local suppliers/service providers as well as other organizations
(e.g., regulators) operating near the customer.
 Progressing towards “servitization/product-service systems” demands tight collaboration between
manufacturers and service providers.
 Coping with concerns of sustainability, transparency, and increasing social responsibility, that
more and more challenge the business world, require strong collaboration ties between industrial
companies and other societal entities. Hybrid value chains, which combine for-profit with
not-for-profit entities, are a significant example.
Figure 10. Examples of collaboration in new business models.
What Can CNs Contribute?
Various examples illustrate the importance of CNs contribution to new business models:
 A large variety of goal-oriented networks have been established in a wide variety of industry
sectors [112], providing a good experimental basis for new developments.
 The engagement of customers in (networked) co-creation processes has been pursued in multiple
areas, e.g., consumer goods sector [72,113], solar energy [86], etc. Collaboration in co-innovation
and open innovation networks is also an active research topic [111].
 Collaborative networks have been suggested as an effective way for the materialization of the
“glocal enterprise” concept [106].
 The contribution of CNs to the development of product-service systems/servitization has
been thoroughly discussed in the literature and various demonstrative experiments have been
developed [91,107].
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 New collaboration models have been proposed for non-hierarchical and dynamic value chains [73].
 The potential contributions of CNs to sustainability can be found in various works, e.g., [66,114].
This issue has been even the main theme of some conferences [115].
 The concepts of green virtual enterprise and green enterprise breeding environment have been
proposed and characterized [71].
 CNs in the implementation of the circular economy [69].
6. Resilience and Anti-Fragility
Contemporary industry environments, as well as society in general, face the challenge of dealing
with turbulence and disruptive events that are showing with increasing frequency and potentially
having extreme impacts. Such events are the result of the accumulation of a variety of factors, such as
economic crises, political instability, terrorism, climate change, changes in regulations, demographic
shifts, and immigration, increasing dependency on complex technologies, etc. As Taleb mentions [116],
we live in the Age of Black Swans, a highly complex world characterized by unexpected events
and disruptive impacts. This affects all discussed dimensions of Industry 4.0, requiring innovative
approaches and new mechanisms to allow dealing with uncertainty, complexity, and non-linearities.
In this context, resilience and anti-fragility are two core characteristics that organizations can
try to develop to respond positively to substantial changes in order to survive or even thrive in
such a volatile world [85,116]. Resilience is classically understood as the capability of systems to
absorb shocks and, although temporarily changing, recover from those shocks. More recently the
concept evolved into the notion of transformative resilience [117], representing systems’ ability to
reorganize, restructure, reconfigure, and even reinvent in response to disruptions. Anti-fragility refers
to the property of systems that absorb shocks and improve afterward [116]. Anti-fragility is thus
a highly desirable property, which underlying mechanisms are not yet fully understood, but for
which promising examples can already be found [85]. In this changing environment Industry 4.0
organizations need to build up resilience to withstand unpredictable events, remaining sustainable and
maintaining their competitive advantage and profitability. Moreover, they should develop anti-fragility
in order to improve and explore opportunities in disruptive contexts.
The innovation and artificial intelligence principles associated with Industry 4.0 developments,
coupled with the different tools and methodologies adopted in the digital transformation should enable
organizations to prepare for, resist, and rapidly recover from detrimental impacts of disruptive events.
The target environment aimed at should have the potential to embrace stressors and help to reinforce
the overall resilience and anti-fragility of organizations through characteristics like self-optimization,
and real-time decision-making [118]. Indeed, the development of Industry 4.0 creates the opportunity
to further develop resilience/anti-fragility-related capabilities. These capabilities are attributes that
enable companies and business ecosystems to anticipate potential threats, be prepared for change and
unpredictable incidents, mitigate the effects of adverse events, and be able to adapt their behavior
following a disturbance. Examples of such relevant capabilities include flexibility, redundancy, agility,
visibility, and adaptability. Through proper design principles the ongoing digital transformation needs
to aim at engineered systems that can achieve/improve these characteristics to be able to resist change,
and autonomously recover from disruptive situations [85,118]. Table 2 gives examples of these relevant
resilience/anti-fragility related capabilities.
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Table 2. A sample of resilience/anti-fragility-related capabilities.
Capabilities Description
Agility Ability to respond to unpredictable changes quickly and gracefully [85].
Adaptability Ability to modify operations to fit occurring changes [118].
Cognitive ability Ability to sense and acquire knowledge through experiences helpingself-learning and complex problem solving [119].
Efficiency
Ability to make best use of production resources and reduce costs through
smart ways of doing things in order to respond to an unexpected shortage of
resources [118].
Flexibility Capability to adjust to changing work to ensure that changes caused bya disruptive event or customer demand can be handled successfully [85].
Fault tolerance Enabling continuous system operation to a level of satisfaction when one ormore of a system’s components fail [120].
Redundancy The presence of multiple assets/sources/components to cope with failures [85].
Security compliance Capability to defend against cyber threats, vulnerabilities, and risks [118].
Self-* properties
Abilities of systems to automatically protect themselves against
failures [119], including:
 Self-management: The capability of a system to reconfigure itself in
response to external changes.
 Self-adaptation: Ability to adjust parameters in response to changes.
 Self-healing: Ability to detect faults and take corrective actions.
 Self-organizing: Ability to change system’s topology to create new
features to meet different requirements.
Visibility
Awareness of the status of all variables (products and environment) to
minimize vulnerabilities, to make more informed and precise decisions in real
time, predict issues, and self-optimize as problems occur [85].
Furthermore, to help organizations become less vulnerable to unpredictable changes, there is
a need to define, at the governance level, adequate strategies to cope with disruptions effectively
and timely through well-devised activation of existing capabilities. Resilience-focused strategies are
those that help a system in recovering from shocks and returning to an acceptable state in the face of
disruptions; anti-fragility approaches, on the other hand, are those that contribute to gain the advantage
of disorders to improve [85].
Collaboration has been pointed out as one of the most promising strategies to handle disruptive
events [68]. A CN perspective can strengthen the business environment in a context of market turbulence
namely through supporting an agile combination of competences, facilitating sharing information,
resources, and risks in time of crisis. Literature shows the important role of different classes of
CNs in rapidly respond to business opportunities in a volatile business environment e.g., through
the creating of dynamic goal-oriented consortia. Indeed, developing collaborative relationships can
enhance resilience by facilitating effective contingency planning and risk sharing among partners.
For instance, activities such as product lifecycle management, collaborative forecasting, negotiation,
information sharing, resource exchange, collective cognitive systems, or knowledge co-production,
lead to high levels of coordination and positive performance when dealing with disruptions. As such,
it is argued that in the case of market changes or disruptive events, collaborative activities can prevent
opportunism by promoting trust and knowledge exchange between organizations. In particular in
the context of collaborative business ecosystems [50], the establishment of dynamic collaboration ties
among organizations, creating “pools” of shared competencies and assets, offers a promising approach
to increase organizations’ agility, share risks, and thus better cope with unforeseen disruptive events.
Table 3 shows some other relevant resilience/anti-fragility aiming strategies that are about getting
real-time data and combine with different advanced technologies to help organizations survive, adapt,
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and seize the opportunity to grow in changing environments [118]. Further examples can be found
in [85].
Table 3. A sample of resilience/anti-fragility support strategies.
Strategies Description
Collaboration
Working together to better manage disruptions through exchanging
data, resources, and ideas (collaborative problem solving) [118].
Examples: risk sharing, information sharing, trust building among
partners, negotiation, plug and play teaming, and product
lifecycle management.
Fault Injection
A test-based approach for evaluating survivability of a system, by
intentionally injecting faults to a system to ensure it can tolerate and
recover from error conditions [120]. Examples: Simian Army, GameDay.
Fail Fast To quickly fail deliberately (when the impact is small) to learn fromfailures [121].
Feedback Mechanism
To maintain the system’s stability and prevent problems by comparing
its status with reference values to know if it is necessary to make
a modification [85].
Graceful Degradation Allowing to work with limited functionality to prevent entire system’sdowntime [85].
Network Structure Planning
Deciding on the structure, volume, location, and capacity of systems
through different strategies such as [85]:
 Fragmentation, which is related to decentralization
and distribution.
 Modularity, consisting of separate linked components to reduce
complexity and change immediately.
 Integration, a combination of subsystems, resources, processes, etc.
to facilitate agility and flexibility.
Optionality Creation
Having lots of options to experiment with uncertainty that gives
freedom to respond to unforeseen circumstances and benefit from
opportunities [116].
Real-time Monitoring To observe, and optionally signal alarms on the state of the system forquicker responses to problems and even predictive maintenance [120].
Swarming
Increasing the resilience of a system by decentralized coordination and
extending the concepts of self-organizing and self-synchronization by
real-time information sharing [119].
Weak links A lower level of connection between components in order to stoppropagation failures [121].
Although this topic is attracting the growing attention of the research and business communities,
many of the identified strategies have been applied to very specific cases, and a sound understanding
of their applicability and underlying context is still lacking.
7. Discussion of New Research Challenges
Past initiatives in CN research and industrial development led to a large portfolio of theoretical
models, mechanisms, and empirical knowledge, which can provide good contribution to the identified
collaboration requirements of the ongoing industrial revolution, as summarized above. Furthermore,
the catalytic effect of Industry 4.0, acting as a melting pot for the convergence of multiple knowledge
areas, and the digital transformation “movement”, raise new research challenges, eventually leading to
Collaborative Networks 4.0. These challenges are illustrated by the following list, which results from
various inputs, namely (1) identified gaps in the literature and trends analysis, (2) acquired experience
in various related research projects, and (3) a synthesis of ideas discussed in recent international
conferences (e.g., the editions PRO-VE and DoCEIS of the last 3 years). The challenges identified are
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not specific of any singular dimension of Industry 4.0; rather most of them cross various dimensions.
As such, the adopted structure was to group them by thematic proximity.
(a) Extended scope
 Extend the CN perspective to complex CPS
Context: Previous works on CPS/IoT have been mostly focused on the core technological
issues, e.g., interconnectivity, integration platforms, safe communications and protocols,
control, and approaches to cope with limited energy, computing and communication
capabilities. When facing (1) increasing levels of intelligence and autonomy of smart
objects, devices, machines, and systems, and (2) an exponential growth of the number of
interconnected entities, there is a need to adopt new organizational and control approaches
to such systems.
Further research:
Moving towards the notion of collaborative CPS [55], including topics such as:
◦ Rethinking the organizational structure of CPS as a collaborative network,
e.g., ecosystems of smart entities.
◦ Further development of the notion of “digital twins” to embed the collaboration
perspective, namely when considering higher levels of intelligence and autonomy
of sub-systems.
◦ In terms of governance, progress from a “control-orientation” towards
a “collaboration-orientation”, allowing entities to engage in coordination, sharing,
negotiation, and contracting.
 Extend the CN perspective to Human-Machine (H-M) collaboration and communities
of machines
Context: The emerging area of “collaborative robotics” already points to hybrid
forms of collaboration. However, rather than a “one-to-one collaboration” case, as
addressed in contemporary systems [49], one can envision more extended networked
scenarios, eventually involving multiple machines and humans [101]. Complementarily,
new user interfacing technologies, such as the so-called “natural user interfaces”,
and virtual and augmented reality, allow for the development of more effective ways of
human–machine collaboration.
Further research:
Pursuing a hybridization of social interactions, namely through:
◦ Taking advantage of new user interfacing technologies to better allow collaboration
between humans and machines/systems, somehow revisiting the earlier concept of
“balanced automation systems” [122,123].
◦ Explore affective computing [124] and emotions in CNs [43] to reach “more natural”
forms of collaboration.
◦ Extending the notion of persona to “human digital twin”, to both re-enforce the collaboration
perspective (e.g., supporting preparatory tasks for collaboration and intermediation) and
contribute to human enhancement (a kind of human–machine symbiosis).
◦ Supporting not only H-M but also Machine-Machine (M-M) collaboration, as machines
become smarter.
◦ Finding ways to deal with technological evolution and still-in-use obsolete
autonomous systems.
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 Seek inspiration from Nature
Context: Nature, in its various areas, is full of successful collaboration cases. These
cases show in a large variety of forms and appear to be highly optimized and
sustainable [36]. Concomitantly, a core goal of digital transformation is to seek optimized,
agile, and sustainable solutions.
Further research: Adopting findings from Nature-related disciplines on collaboration cases
and taking them as a source of inspiration to:
◦ Better understand collaboration mechanisms, processes, and behaviors of actors involved.
◦ Replicate collaboration mechanisms and effective organizational structures, towards
sustainable and optimized solutions.
More detailed examples of such additional research can be found in [36].
(b) Organizational models
 Combination of and interaction among multiple dynamic networks
Context: The various integration dimensions of Industry 4.0 and the need to support the full
lifecycle of products induce the co-existence in the same environment of multiple networks,
composed of organizations, people, machines, and smart systems, which have multiple
interaction points, even some that overlap. Some of these networks are formal, regulated
by contracts, while others are informal. Furthermore, these networks are characterized by
different durations and co-exist at different stages of their lifecycles. Understanding this
reality is essential for achieving effectiveness, flexibility, agility, sustainability, and resilience
of the next industrial systems. Various efforts in this direction can already be found in [61],
but the topic remains a key research challenge.
Further research: Understanding and developing support for the interdependences among
co-existing networks, including:
◦ Extension of existing reference models to cope with inter-dependent and
co-existing networks.
◦ Development of adequate governance models for interacting networks.
◦ Development of platforms supporting the participation of entities in multiple networks.
◦ Better understanding self-organizing and co-evolution principles.
◦ Handling power dynamics, intellectual property and ownership.
 Networks involving hybrid value systems
Context: The increasing demand for an organization’s commitment to social responsibility
and the need for systems’ sustainability require new levels of collaboration between
manufacturing companies and other societal actors. Collaboration among entities of the
public and private sectors, including non-governmental organizations (NGOs), necessarily
involves different value systems. Furthermore, communities and smart cities need to
consider and nourish the contribution of the manufacturing sector to the wealth of the
regions/country, thus calling for a “healthy co-existence”.
Further research: Achieving a clear understanding of the issues involved when combining
and aligning different value systems. This also includes aspects such as expectations,
incentives, ethics, value distribution, open innovation, etc.
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(c) Smartness and data-richness
 Dealing with data-rich environments
Context: An important vector of the digital transformation are the fast-increasing volumes
of data resulting from the large usage of sensors and smart objects/smart devices, as well as
the hyper-connectivity of people, organizations, and (smart) systems. These new data-rich
environments enable better decision-making and the development of systems but also
challenge the collaborative networks design and management. Since previous frameworks
were constrained by data scarcity, existing models need to be reconsidered, possibly giving
birth to new system architectures, principles, mechanisms, and processes.
Further research: Developing new “collaborative business services” that reveal and explore
the value of “data-rich environments” and “big data” as well as new decision-making
support mechanisms. A vast array of sub-topics become relevant here, including:
◦ Adoption of proper data analytics and machine-learning tools.
◦ Value of data and ownership.
◦ Traceability and transparency along the whole value chain and whole lifecycle of
products/services.
◦ Cybersecurity and data protection in collaborative environments.
◦ Facing increasing uncertainties, fake data/data quality, and complexity.
 Further development of the smartness and sensing dimensions
Context: Innovative products, processes, infrastructures, organizations, and business
communities are increasingly being designed to be “sensing, smart, and sustainable (S3)”,
i.e., further extending the notion of the “S3 enterprise” [66]. Inter-connected smart devices
and sensor networks enable new levels of context awareness. Increased computational
power, combined with the application of learning algorithms to data-rich environments,
allows the smartness and self-adaptability and evolutionary capabilities of systems,
components, and products (smart products) to be increased, giving rise to a combination
of distributed intelligence with CNs.
Further research: Developing cognitive collaborative networks with evolving capabilities.
In other words, leveraging the capabilities of AI and machine learning to bring collaborative
systems to a form of collective intelligence and shared situation awareness (a form of what
is called “distributed cognition” in cognitive sciences). Through learning, such systems
shall be able to not only acquire new knowledge, but also adapt to changing environments,
which is particularly relevant to contexts of market turbulence.
 Further exploitation of open “linked data” and interlinking of open ontologies
Context: As the availability of heterogeneous data and knowledge sources increases in
hyper-connected contexts, interlinking those data and that knowledge is important
to enhance collaboration among participating actors in industry environments.
Such interlinking is crucial namely in the context of the vertical and horizontal
integration dimensions.
Further research: Experiment and assess methods for “open linked data”, visualization
techniques, and collaborative interlinking of and refinement of ontologies.
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(d) New business models and strategies
 New collaborative business models:
Context: Synergies created by the convergence of multiple technologies involved in Industry
4.0 and related digital transformation are triggering and inspiring new value co-creation
mechanisms and collaborative business models. Organizations (public, private, or hybrid)
are challenged to redesign their strategies, their collaboration rules, and processes, as well
as their interactions with the surrounding environment (e.g., with the regulatory systems).
Further research: Developing and evaluating new collaborative business models considering
new organizational structures and the possibilities offered by new technologies. Examples
of associated topics include:
◦ Keeping a radar on emerging business models and experiences and assessment of
lessons learned.
◦ New models of collaboration at strategic level, approaches to select and align
collaboration strategies, and focus on agile business models.
◦ Analysis and management of collaboration risks, modelling of uncertainty and its
propagation over collaborative networks.
◦ Trust management associated to new business models.
◦ Models of benefits distribution, risk and responsibility sharing.
◦ Combination of new collaborative business models with issues of social responsibility,
ethical models, and compliance with regulatory frameworks.
 Monetization of collaboration
Context: Although plenty of arguments can be found in literature on the benefits
of collaboration, it is also often seen as a burden due to the extra overheads
e.g., communication efforts, alignment of strategies and work methods, etc.) and specific
skills that collaboration requires. It is thus necessary to find ways of making benefits
(value generated by collaboration) more explicit and quantifiable.
Further research: Developing appropriate indicators and metrics that make the value
of collaboration explicit and measurable. It is also interesting, from a CN governance
perspective, to study how the adoption of specific indicators can affect the behavior of
network members.
(e) Resilience and sustainability
 Approaches for resilience and anti-fragility in collaborative networks
Context: The current business world and society in general face major turbulence, having
to cope with an increasing number of disruptive events of large impact. In such context,
the sustainability of business ecosystems and other collaborative networks depends on
finding appropriate approaches to cope with disruptions (be resilient) and even trying to
“become” stronger after a disruption (be antifragile) [116].
Further research: Finding novel approaches and strategies to implement resilience and
anti-fragility in collaborative networks context. This needs to be complemented with the
design of proper assessment indicators.
 Better understand the collaboration–competition interactions
Context: Despite the growing hyper-connectivity and the increasing wide-spreading of the
business ecosystems concepts, often collaboration-competition tensions between agents
co-exist in the same environment, as represented by the term “coopetitive environment”.
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This requires the development of better understanding of collective behaviors and collective
emotions in order improve sustainability.
Further research: Developing advanced behavioral models for collaborative networks,
including incentives and expectations management.
 Further develop the sustainability dimension
Context: Sustainability is nowadays a major challenge for all industrial sectors. This is
directly reflected in the efforts to improve processes and usage of resources, reducing the
ecological footprint as well as coping with related directives from governments and other
international bodies. The development of concepts such as circular economy is also a result
of this trend. Collaborative networks have been pointed out as an important enabler for
the effective implementation of such concepts [114], which require collaboration among
multiple heterogeneous, autonomous, and distributed stakeholders. Furthermore, there is
a need for a smooth combination of human capabilities and artificial intelligence within
industrial systems in order to reach improved efficiency and better working conditions.
Further research: Address sustainability issues at all layers of the manufacturing systems,
from the shop floor to the production management systems and value-chain networks.
This aim includes:
◦ Progressing from an “enterprise-centric perspective” towards a “business
ecosystem-oriented perspective”.
◦ Aligning developments with the objectives of the UN Agenda 2030 for sustainable
development [125].
◦ Increasing collaboration with other knowledge areas, such as environment
engineering and social innovation.
(f) Collaboration support platforms
 New generation of collaboration platforms
Context: Several core technologies for the digital transformation such as cloud computing,
IoT, CPS, big data, sensing, AI/machine learning, mobile computing, etc., have reached
a good level of maturity and are quickly being adopted in industrial contexts. This
creates the opportunity to design and develop new integration and collaboration methods
leveraging the synergies brought in by these technologies. In addition to new support to
data collecting, analysis and visualization, knowledge extraction, and real-time context
awareness, the inclusion of cognitive engineering components, intelligent assistants,
data service agents, crowd-based collaboration support, and decision support and
problem-solving mechanisms, exploring massively connected/linked data, opens up
new avenues for collaborative environments supporting collaboration of entities located
around the world.
Further research: Exploiting opportunities opened by the new technologies to support
new collaboration environments coping with higher levels of connectivity, distributed
intelligence/smartness of sub-systems, new actors of very diverse nature, highly dynamic
contexts, and overlapping networks.
 Enhanced human–system interaction support
Context: Increasing usage of simulation, virtual reality/immersive technologies,
and augmented reality in practical industrial applications. Furthermore, there is
an increasing demand to improve user experience/customer intimacy.
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Further research: Exploiting the functionalities of new technologies to create more “natural”
forms of interaction between humans and systems/machines, allowing higher levels of
hybrid collaboration. Related topics include:
◦ Use of virtual reality, augmented reality, and natural user interfaces to enhance
human–machine/system collaboration.
◦ Human digital twins to reduce the costs of collaboration (a kind of collaboration-
oriented avatars).
◦ Use of virtual reality, augmented reality, and natural user interfaces to enhance
customer experience with products and services.
◦ New levels of tele-presence/remote interaction, adopting technologies from gaming
and tele-robotics to distributed manufacturing systems.
 Improved service specification mechanisms
Context: Strong trend towards servitization.
Further research: Enhancing mechanisms for service discovery, service selection, service
composition, and service evolution within collaborative network contexts. This also
involves issues such as:
◦ Coping with evolution of equipment and sub-systems.
◦ Coping with mobility (nomadic collaboration).
◦ “De-construction” of traditional software systems and moving to shared libraries of
algorithms/services.
◦ On-the-fly orchestration of services.
◦ Collaborative service design.
 Improved cyber-security
Context: Cyber-security has always been a key topic in CNs research, namely in terms
of safe communications, access rights and protection of shared repositories, digital
certificates, user authentication, non-repudiation, and some forms of digital institutions
(e.g., e-notary). With the increasing hyper-connectivity, “hybridization” of networks,
evolution and co-existence of multiple networks with shared members, both complexity
and cyber-risks greatly increase.
Further research: Finding new ways of managing cyber-risks in hyper-connected
collaborative environments. Examples of relevant sub-topics include:
◦ Application and evaluation of distributed ledger-type of technologies.
◦ Novel electronic institutions.
◦ Risk propagation and counter-attack strategies.
(g) Collaboration culture and awareness
 Strengthen interdisciplinary work
Context: The inclusion of new players, namely those coming from the exponential
technologies [126], combined with the high integration levels promoted by Industry 4.0,
clearly rely on synergies resulting from the combination of contributions from a variety
of knowledge areas. The collaborative networks discipline is by itself the result of
interdisciplinary efforts, but this effort needs to be further pursued bearing in mind the
ongoing digital transformation.
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Further research: Continuously re-enforce multi-disciplinary and interdisciplinary
approaches, seeking synergies from the combination of multiple knowledge areas and
diversity of players.
 Further education and dissemination of a collaboration culture
Context: The effectiveness of the aimed industrial revolution does not only depend on
technology. It requires new ways of working, the adoption of new methods and new
processes, with a different mind-set, thus a “new collaboration culture”. For a successful
transformation journey, it becomes mandatory to create a “culture of collaboration” in
industry and society.
Further research: Establishing educational curricula on collaborative networks and
elaborating a portfolio of success stories of collaboration.
 Responsibility, ethics and compliance
Context: Various earlier works on CNs focused on the needed legal frameworks to regulate
their establishment and operation. Some countries (e.g., Portugal, Italy and some others)
already have some laws covering both “long-term strategic networks” and “goal-oriented
networks”. With the increasing hyper-connectivity and systems integration (towards
systems-of-systems), and the increasing levels of intelligence and autonomy of those
systems, it is necessary to revisit and better understand issues of responsibility, compliance
and ethics, and define novel regulatory mechanisms and frameworks.
Further research: Developing new conceptual and regulatory frameworks to cope with
responsibility, ethics, and compliance in hyper-connected systems with increasing levels
of intelligence and autonomy.
The above list of challenges, although not exhaustive, provides a representative overview of the new
directions for research resulting from the “coming together” of CNs and digital transformation/Industry
4.0. As this list not only emerges from the identified gaps in literature but also reflects, to a large extent,
the outcomes from multiple discussions in a series of international events organized by SOCOLNET
(Society of Collaborative Networks), it demonstrates that the area has become an active research agenda
for the coming years.
8. Conclusions
The aims and vision of Industry 4.0 and its related term smart manufacturing, supported or enabled
by the convergence of various new technologies, is having a strong transformation effect and mobilizing
significant efforts towards a reorganization and even revitalization of industry. As advocated by many
authors, the effects of this transformation are leading to a new “industrial revolution”. Furthermore,
the same ideas and the associated digital transformation process are now emerging in many other
sectors of society.
From our perspective, an effective implementation of these ideas strongly relies on new
organizational forms, mechanisms, and processes with a collaborative nature. This perspective
is sustained by the results of an extensive analysis of requirements of Industry 4.0, namely digging
into its main dimensions, i.e., vertical integration, horizontal integration, through-engineering,
acceleration of manufacturing, digitalization, and new business models, from which a vast collection
of collaboration-related issues could be identified. Furthermore, and crossing all dimensions, the need
to cope with a context of turbulence and increasing frequency of disruptive events also re-enforces the
importance of CNs in the development of resilience and anti-fragility-oriented strategies.
From the analysis of literature on CNs, it becomes clear that a large portfolio of research results
and empirical knowledge has been developed during the last few decades, constituting a valuable
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contribution to the aforementioned collaboration-oriented needs, and thus placing Collaborative
Networks as a pillar for Industry 4.0 and digital transformation.
Furthermore, an analysis of gaps found in literature and the outcomes of various discussion
panels and brainstorming sessions organized at the PRO-VE and DoCEIS conferences during the last
three years show that the ongoing digital transformation also suggests additional research challenges
and/or back-up of current research topics in the CN community. As such, a comprehensive, although
incomplete, list of further research challenges was elaborated, showing the advantage of considering
a co-evolution of the two areas.
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